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Quadruple Homicide on Atlanta Drive

(Mt. Pleasant, SC) On March 10, 2018 just before 11:30 a.m., Charleston County Deputies responded to a report of deceased individuals at 2751 Atlanta Drive in Mt. Pleasant. When they arrived, they saw a deceased black male and a deceased black female in the garage of the premises. Deputies entered the residence and discovered two more deceased black females inside a bedroom of the residence. Deputies detained a subject that was present at the residence.

Subsequent to the investigation, Sheriff’s Detectives arrested the detained subject for this incident. Detectives are working to determine a motive as well as a cause of death for the victims. At this time detectives do not believe that a firearm was discharged at the victims.

Detectives and the Charleston County Coroner’s Office are working to confirm the identity of the deceased victims. Further information, to include the suspect’s identity and charges, will follow. This is an active investigation.
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